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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) ______ ___ ft (or mi) Time ___ _____ t second _________________ s second (or bour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ Ib 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower _____ _____ _ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
D Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ma or 
0.07651 lblcu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~ 
D Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt=q-S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODll= ~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Q 
Q 
R 
0/ 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p VI where l is a linear dimen-
J.L 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from. zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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SUMMARY 
A ries of Telated fOTms oj flying-boat hulls l' pTe enting 
variou . degrees oj compromi e betwe n aaodynamic and hy lTO-
dynamic requirement was te ted in Langley tank no. 1 and in 
the Langley 8:foot high- peed tunnel. The purpo e oj the 
inve tigation wa to pTovide iriformation regarding the penaltie 
in water p 7joTmance Te ultingfromjuTtheT aerodynamic refine-
ment and, a a corollary , to provide iriformation TegaTding the 
p nalties in mnge 01' pay load Tesulting jTom the retention oj 
ceTtain desimble hydrodynamic chamcteTistic. The irif OTma-
tion hould jOTm a basi fOT over-all improvement in hull form. 
The r lated models oj the eries weTe based on an arbitTary 
streamline body oj revolution. The variations in form weTe 
developed in such a way as to how clearly the eJfect of con-
ventional departures jTom the ideal ·treamline body made in the 
de ign oj flying-boat hulls. 
The model were 114-. 5 inches long and the diameteT of the 
ba ic streamline jorm wa 15.92 inches. In the hydrodynamic 
te t , resistance and trim 01' t7'imming moments were measured 
at all peeds and load oj interest and the spmy pattern were 
photogmphed. I n the (lerodynamic te ·t , lift, dmg, and pitch-
ing moment were mea ured with tmnsition fixed at 5 peTcent of 
the length , at speed up to 4-20 miles per hour, and at Reynold 
numbeTs up to 30,000,000. 
The results of the investigation are ummarized as f ollow .-
(1) Effect oj varying height oj bow 
i ncTeasing the height oj the bow by warping thejorm deCTeases 
the trim and incTease the resistance at low peeds . A low bow 
TUns cleaner in mooth water than a high bow of the same length 
because oj the increased jore-and-ajt curvature oj the high bow. 
Increasing the height oj a welljaired bow by warping the fonn 
has only a mall adverse effect on the aeTodynamic dmg. 
(2) Effect oj varying height oj tern 
I nC7'ea ing the height oj the stern by warping the ba ic jOTm 
but holding the ajterbody po ition fixed increase Te i tance and 
trim at speed below the hump, deC7'ea e the hump pe d, and 
doe not affect the value oj the maximum re i tance at the hump. 
A low stern runs awash and Tequire a higher po ition oj the 
tail sU7jaces relative to the decle. I nc rea ing the height oj the 
tern by warping the basic jorm but holding the afterbody posi-
tion fi xed ha a large adver e eff ect on the aerodynamic drag; 
varying the height oj the tem oj the streamline body alone has 
no adverse e..tfect on the drag but increase the angle oJ minimum 
dmg as would be expected. 
(3) E.tfect oj increa 1:ng angle oj dead rise at bow 
I ncreasing the angl oj dead ri e at the bow by dropping the 
keel line reduces only lightly the Tesistance at low peeds but 
results in a large improvement in cleanne of running. The 
modijication is out of the water at the hump speed and for a 
welljaired j OTm ha little 01' no effect on the aeTodynamic dmg. 
(4-) Effect oj decrea ing angle oj dead Tise on ajterbody 
DecTeasing the angle oj dead rise on the ajteTbody decrea es 
the trim at speeds up to and including the hump peed. The 
decrease in trim reduce the resistance at these speed and tends 
to increa e the cleamnce oj the tail extension. 
(5) Effect oj increa ing depth oj tep 
I ncrea ing the depth oj the tep by mising the afterbody 
parallel to i tself has only a mall effect on re istance and spmy 
at low peeds and decTeases re istance at planing sp eds. T oo 
hallow a step Tesults in a violent in tability at high speeds that 
is most pronounced when the afterbody keel approaches the 
horizontal. I ncreasing the depth of tep j7'om 2.5 to 4-.4- per-
cent of the beam incTea es the aerodynamic dmg only 2 percent. 
(6) Effect oj increasing angle of afteTbody keel 
I ncrea ing the angle oj afterbody keel results in large inC7'eases 
in trim and resistance at the hump speed, most oj the increase 
in resistance being att7'ibuted to the increase in trim; it lowers 
the resistance at planing speeds. A low angle oj afterbody keel 
re ults in the cleane t running at low speeds. I nc7'ea ing the 
angle oj afterbody keel increases the trim at which the violent 
in tability resulting jTom too hallow a step will be encountered. 
(7) Effect oj addition oj chine .flare 
Ohine flare added exterior to the -tmight bottom sections oj 
the jorebody has only a small effect .on the Tesistance and trim 
up to and including the hump peed but results in a marleed 
improvemen t in cleanness of running. Ohine flare added to the 
~fterbody reduce the resistance at the hump peed and -lightly 
incTease the re i tance at planing speed . 
(8) Effect oj addition oj thiTd planing surjace 
The addition of a third planing sU7:face on the model with the 
lowest tern has a negligible effect on the trim and resistance-
a remarkable result because the tern sections without the 
planing urjace ar ciTcular and heavily wetted. The addition 
oj the planing sU7jac somewhat 7'educe the wetting oj the tern, 
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(9) Effect oj rounded chine at bow 
R ounding the chine at the bow re ult in ve7'y poor pray 
charact ristic in mooth water and probably would be imprac-
ticable in rough water. 
(10) Design charts 
The re ults of general jree-to-trim and fi xed-trim te ts oj a 
model inc01'porating the mo t promising oj the jorms te ted are 
presented in the form oj design charts jor estimating tatic water 
line and take-o..ff pe7jormance . The aerodynamic data, be-
cau e oj their 1.tnique character, are presented completely j or 
u e in estimating the effect oj the variable investigated on 
aerodynamic perjormance. 
It i concluded that the aerodynamic drag oj a planing type 
oj hull need not be more than 25 percent greater than that oj 
the streamline body jrom which it is derived. This difference 
might be reduced by the development oj a jorm oj ajterbody that 
has le s irifluence on the fl ow than doe the conventional pointed 
type. 
INTROD CTION 
The a rodynamic draO" of hull i an important factor in 
the de ign of 10ng-ranO"e flying boat , not only becau e of 
it effect on peed but al 0 because of it influence on pay 
load, whicb is more important. Be au e of the long di -
tance involved in tran 0 eanic route, the fuclload mu t be 
a large part of the u efnl load carried. The pay load on 
such fligb t i small and it size i largely dependent on the 
maO"nitude of the fu lloael, even in a es of tbe largest craft 
now built or contemplated. Uneler these condition of 
operation, the weight of the fuel requir d for power to over-
come the drag of the hull i large in terms of pay load. The 
fur th r development of the planing type of 11 ull for long-
range flying boat, therefore, hould b · toward form that 
combine the lowes pos ible aerodynamic drag with ati -
factory hydro lynam.ic qualitie . 
The fir t tep by the ACA in fur thering this develop-
ment wa the inve tigation of two forms of hull in which 
the fore and after planing urface were haped to follow 
a clo ely a po sible an a rbitrary treamline body derived 
from a olid of revolution (I' ferenee 1). The form werp-
generally ati factory in the tank although they showed 
om evidence of " tickinO"" and high water resi tan cat 
high peed and ome "dil"tine " at low peeds. Their 
aerodynamic drag wa low enough, how vcr, to warrant the 
acceptance of a certain degree of poo r water performance. 
It wa vident from the tank te t of the e model that 
th limitation on reductions in aerodynamic drag impo cd 
by the hydrodynamic requirement W re not d finite enollgh 
to provide imple guide fo r the mo t favorable compromi e. 
I was therefore decided to obtain hydrodynamic and aero-
dynamic information on a erie of related form of hull 
r epresenting varion degree of compromis between the 
requirement in the air and on the wat r. The e data would 
make it po ible to obtain an idea of the co t in water per-
formanc to be paid for fur ther aerodynamic refinement and 
of the co t in range or pay load to be paid for certain de irable 
hydrodynamic haracteri tics and would be further gu ides 
for over-all improvement in form. The ACA model 4 
erie of hull wa de iO"ned for thi purpo e. 
The model of the erie were made generally imilar to 
model 74-A (referen e 1) except that a V- ection wa adopted 
for the planing urfaces in tead of the ection with rounded 
k el incorporated in that model. The u e of the V - ection 
re ulted in slightly greater departur from the form of the 
hasic streamline body than was the ca e 'wi th th earlier 
model but e med to be pI' ferable for op ration in wave. 
In the de ign of the eric, the plan form of the str amline 
body and the planing urface were held con tanto The 
variations of form in luded in the cope of the inve tigation 
are a follow : 
H eight of bow 
H eight of tern 
Angl of dead ri~e at bow 
Angle of dead rise on afterbody 
Depth of tep 
Angle of afte rbody keel 
Addition of chine flare 
Addition of third planing urface on tail 
R ounding of chine" at bow 
D epth of streamline body 
The modcl of the eries were te ted in Langley tank no. 1 
to obtain the effect of the variation in form on the water 
re i tance, flow, and g neral behavior. The aerodynamic 
te t were made in the Langley -foot bigh- I eed tunnel and 
provided an unu ual opportunity to obtain the ~ffe t ori. 
the aerodynamic force at high value of the Reynold num-
ber. The te t in both the tank and the wind tunnel were 
made with model of the hull alone and hence do no t include 
the effect of interferences between the hull and the aerody-
namic surface or the po ible effect of th changes in form 
on the dynamic stability. 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
The line of the ACA model 4 erie, illustratinO" the 
mutual relationship of the varia tion in form, are hown in 
fiO"ur 1. Enlarged body plans howing the hape of the 
transver e ection in detail arc given in figure 2. The 
numerical value of the off et u cd in the con truction of 
the mod el are in luded in tables I to III for u e in r produc-
ing the detailed form of the ection. 
Th basic form in all ca e ,vere derived from the arbitrary 
body of revolution, having a finene ratio of 7.22 and maxi-
mum ordinat at 30 percent of the length, de cribed in 
reference 1. Becau e of th anticipated u e of sup rcharged 
hulls fol' long-range aplane, the ba ic form were con id-
ered to repre ent the circular shell under internal pressure 
and the modification for water performance wer , in general , 
made exterior to them. 
The ba ic cro ection of the pIa ninO" swJaces is a traigbt 
V having an angle of dead ri e of 20°. The ide of tbe V 
were drawn tangent to or as close to the cil'cular ection of 
the basic form as the proper longituclinal form of the planing 
urface would allow. Typical relation hip between the 
sections of the planing sw-faces and those of the basic forms 
are indicated on the body plan . 
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FIGUIlE I.-Lines of N ACA model 81 series, showing variations in form investigated. 
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AERODYNAMIC AND HYDRODY AMI TE TS ()F A FAMILY OF MODEL OF FLYING-BOA'l' H LL 7 
In all the model , tbe axi of the body of revolu tion was 
taken as the ba e line. The varia t ion in height of bow and 
in height of stern were obtained by bending the axis (eenLer 
of radii ) vertically upward from tation 10, which i at the 
maximum ordinate, toward tIl ends. In the variations of 
the bow, tb ections of bow 1, 2, and 3 and the ections of 
bows 2B and 3B arc th e amc, tbe difference beino- in their 
vertical po ition. The axi of bow 1 i horizontal and 
coincide wi th th e ba e hne. The eb i ne at the bow arc loca ted 
in a plane passing through the axi of revolu tion of the ba ic 
form. Th CUI'vatUl"e of the axes of bows 3 and 3B is such 
a to give a horizontal deck line forwar 1. The heigh t of 
the axes of bow 2 and 2B are one-half tho e of bow 3 ane!. 
3B ; thu the variation in height of bow ection in the erie 
are linear. In the varia tion of th e tern, the heigh t 0 f the 
basic form wa changed but that of the planing surface 
wa held constant. Th axi of tern 1 i horizontal and 
coincide with the ba c line. Thi stern wa not included 
in the hull model becau e the tail obviou ly i too low for a 
suitable upport for tail w-faee and for proper location of 
the after planing urfac extcrior to th basic form . The 
ew·vature of the axis of the basic fo rm of tern 3 i uch as 
to o-ive a horizontal deck line aft. The heights of the axe 
of tcrn 2 and20 arc one-half those of stern 3 and the heigh t 
of the a,,'i of tern 4 ar 1.5 t ime those of tern 3; thus the 
variation in the height of the ba ie form aft and in the verti-
cal di tance between the ba ie form and the after planing 
surface arc linear. 
In bows 1, 2, and 3, the V-bottom ections are tangent to 
the basic treamline form and have a on tant angle of dead 
rise of 20 °. The e section re ult in a developable bottom 
surface and a minimum departure from th basic form for 
V - ection exterior to it. In bow 2B and 3B, tho original 
ko I line wa dropped to give a progre ive increa e in angle 
of d ad ris from 20° at station 10 to 60° at the bow. Thi 
modification re ults in greater departure from the ba ic 
form but provide a harper entrance for the immer cd 
portion of the hull . 
Tho chine flar is exterior to and tangent to the straigh t 
V- ection and therefore sligh tly reduce the effective d ad 
ri e. Forward of station 10, it width is one-fif th the half-
breadth and it i cw-v d to be horizontal at the chine. Aft 
of tation 10, th width of the chin e flare i arbitrarily re-
duced to 1 percent of the half-breadth at the step and the 
angle of the chin i sligh tly a1 ove the horizontal. In tIllS 
region, the width inboard of the flare is constan t. On the 
afterbody, the form of the flare at each station i the arne 
a at the tep. The mod I were originally made with the 
flare, whi ch wa rcmoved during th tank te t by planing 
it off. 
The models of the eric wer made with a common depth 
of tep of 2.58 percent of the beam at the tep and an angle 
of afterbody keel of 5.50°. The e value re ulted in the 
high t position of the afterbody planing urface for tern 2 
without cutting into the ba ic form aft and repre ented the 
lower limits of depth and angle u ed in practice. Rio-bel' 
value were obtained with removable block fitted in tern 4, 
742740- 47- 2 
whi.ch had ufficient clearance between th highe t after-
body position and the ba ie form to avoid cutting into it. 
Five blocks were provid d a follow: 
I Depth of I An~ lo of Block step. percent a fterbody 
. beam at SLOP kee l, del( 
1---1--- -- ----
4 
40 
4E 
4F 
40 
2. 
3.55 
4.52 
2. 
2. 
5.50 
:;.50 
5.50 
7.25 
9. 00 
Block 4 wa made wi th chine fla re, which wa subsequently 
mmov d. For implicity, the remaining blocks wer made 
with traight V - eetion and the mod 1 wer te ted with 
chine flare on the forebody only. 
An additional block, block 4R, having traight V - eetion 
with the angle of dead ri e decreased from 20° at the ep 
to 0° at th stern post was provided for stern 4. In thi 
block, the depth of t p was 2.5 perc nt of the beam at the 
tep and the angle of afterbody keel wa 7.25°. 
tern 20 i the ame as tern 2 except that the hape 
of the ba ic form wa al tered to provide a third planing 
urface under the tail for cleaner running during immer ion 
at low speeds. The urface ha straight V-section with 
20° angle of dead ri e and fade out above the afterbody 
planing uface in the u ual manner. In thi ca e, the 
urface cut into that of tbe ba ic form; it i unlihly that 
this part of the hull would be supercharged. tern 2 wa 
cho n for thi modification because of the addi tional dir t i-
ness C} • ."peeted with the low tail, which would not be so 
marked in the case of the higher tail . 
Bow 1A i the arne a bow· 1 except that the chine are 
rounded forward of tation 7 using an expanding radius 
as shown on the body phin (fig. 2 (a)). Thi modification 
wa applied only to the low bow becau e the hydrodynamic 
effect of th rounded chines would be Ie marked in the 
ca e of the higher bows. 
FigLu· 3 hows profiles of tbe model tested in the wind 
tunnel in th pre nt investigation. Nose 1 and tail 1 
reproduce the body of revolution from wh icb the model 
of the eric were lerived and the combina ion represent 
tbe treamline body of lowe t drag with which the drag of 
the hull model may be compared. In the econd form, 
the depth of the original body i ar bitrarily increa ed 50 
percent by il ertillo- a uniform pacer at the axi of revolu-
tion. Thi modification do no t affect the hydrodynamic 
chara teristie and therefore wa not included in the tank 
serie . The re t of tbe form inve tigated are tbe ame a 
those tested in the tank. 
Th model of tho serie are identified in the data from 
the tests acco rding to table IV. The model were made of 
laminated white pine in section , divided vertically at sta-
tion 10 (maximum beam) and horizontally along the axe of 
the basic. form . The bow and the stern ection were 
bolted together in ternally and the top and bottom halves 
were held together by through bolts; the rece es for the 
nuts of these bolt were filled with beeswax and pIa ticine. 
Bo w 3 
Bo w t? 
Bo w I 
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Noser-~ ~ Tal13 
-~ --- =----- Tal// 
------~--------==~-- e 
Bo w I 
Basic str eamline shapes 
1<----------//4.85" ------------->1 
1<------ 50./0" ----:01<--33.23"--
F. P. 10 13 
Basic form and plan 01 0/1 models 
of rota tion - al/ models 
----Stern :3 
-+-~--+- - - - - - ----
--Center of moments - all models 
Height of bow. No chine flare . 
Height of stern. No chine flare. 
St e rn 4 
Stern :3 
Stern 2 
Ct- ! :;?, __ stern 3 
-Q:::-BOW ,,--~----j!- ~-- ~- --
Sect. A - A - --Bow t?B~ A ---i ----..c - -  
Angle of d ead r ise at b o w. Medium bow. 
No chine flare. AJ ~. __ .Slern 4 
Bowl ~--f-t- ---~------ -6-
A ~ ~ 
Dep th of step. No. chine flar e. c:i c:i 
Sect_ A - A 
FIGURE 3.-Lilles of NACA model 84 series, bowing forms le,[ed in wind tunnel. 
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This arrang ment provided the variety of forms described 
with the minimum of component par ts and a mean of in-
crea ing the dep th of any model by spacer , as in model 4- 1. 
For the tank te ts, the model were filled by everal coat 
of thinned varnish and fini l.ed with three coats of grey pig-
mented varni h rubbed betwe n coat . pecial care wa 
taken to prevent swellino- of the piece because of moisture, 
and the sligh t ledge at the joint foun 1 on assembly were 
atisfaetorily faired wi th be swax. 
For the aerodynamic te ts, from 14 to 20 coat of lacquer 
were prayed on the models and the lacquer wa sanded be-
tween coats. The final coat of lacqu l' was finished by 
anding in th e direction of ail" flow with No. 400 carborwldwn 
paper un til the model were aerodynamically mooth. Un-
fortunately, the photograph indieate a Iegree of i rregularity 
and roughne that did no t exist. This appearance of rough-
nes was cau ed by the variation in shad e of the filler and 
the paint that were u eel. 
H YDRODYNAMIC TESTS 
AP PA R AT US AN D P RO CEDUR E 
Langley tank no. 1, in \\Thich the models were towed, is 
de cribed in refer -'nee 2. The most comprehen ive descrip-
tion of the present equipment and of methods of te ling 
may be found in reference 3. 
Most of the variations in the series arc of uch a nature 
tha t the part changed a rc cl ar of th water except at low 
peed when the models arc deeply immersed. At these 
peed , the water forces predominate and the trim is not 
greatly influenced by the po ition of the center of gravity 
or by external moment applied by the propeller and aero-
dynamic urface. It ,va therefore considered ade ILlate to 
inve tigate the eff ct of the variations by g neral free-to-trim 
te t up to the speed at ,,,hich the afterbody planing surface 
wa fir t clear of the water. This procedure provided 
represen tative information on resistance and flow about 
the model at trim correspond ing to those encountered in 
practi e. At the am time it greatly reduc d the t sting 
required to obtain similar infonnation by general te ts at 
fixed trim. 
In the case of variation in the form tha t are normally 
wetted at planing peed , the usual general te t at £i.'<cd 
t rim were mad e over a wiele range of peed, load, and trim 
to determine the effect of the varia Lions in forms on the re-
sistance and behavior at high spe ds and in addi tion to 
provide data for d sign purpo e. All the mo lcl were 
te ted by the general free-to-trim method at low peed and 
model 4- AF, 84-EF-l, 4- EF-3, and 4- EF- 4 were te ted 
by the general :£i.-xed-trim method. 
In the free-to-trim tests, the model wa free to pivot about 
an a Ulned center of gravity and was balanced abou t this 
point. For convenience, the pivo t was loca~ed above the 
deck line on the assumption that mall change in ver tical 
position would have small effect on the trim. Mo 1 1 4-EF, 
having th 10-w bow and high stern , was tested first with 
three longitudinal position of the center of oTa\' iLy. From 
the result of the e te t , th position 7. 20 inche forward 
of the tep wa cho en a a suitable common position for 
all the models and a the center of momen ts for the tests at 
fixed trim. 
The appearance of exce sive dirtiness and pray at the 
bow at low peeds wa a umed to indicate the maximum 
practical load an 1 wa found to be tha t COrTe ponding to a 
load coeffici nt of 0.8 at the hump peed. It was no t consid-
ered advisable to go to higher load coeffiei nt with the 
length-beam ratio used in the eric e,Ten in the case of the 
high er bows. 
In judging the effects of the vat iation on water perform-
ance, the flow and spray were co n idered the mo t important 
hydro lynamic data becau e of the mall elIect of mo t of the 
vari ations in form on the 1"e i tance at the hump speed. A 
large number of photograph of the pray pattern were 
obtained to record the effect on the pray pattern of the 
change in form and to aid in determining sui table com-
promi os with the aerodynamic propel' tie a determ incd in 
the wind-tunnel test. T e t involving variations in the 
form of bow generally were photographed from ahead of the 
model in order to obtain indications of the relative heights 
of the bow spray; and test involving variations in the form 
aft were photographed from behind to record the spray 
pattern in the region of the tail extension. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The result of the model 4 serie tests were reduceu to 
the usual coefficients based on Froude's law to make them 
independent of size. In this case, the maximum beam was 
chosen as the characte ristic dimension. The nondimen ional 
coeill ients arc definecl as follows: 
Ot>. load coefficien t (!:l /wb3) 
On 1'e istance coefficient (R/wb3) 
Ov speed coefficien t (V/~ gb) 
CM t rilru11ing-momen t coefficient (1\1J/wb4) 
Od draft coeflicien t (d/b) 
where 
!:l load on water, pOLmds 
w specific weight of water, pounds per ubic foo t (63 .3 
for the e te t ; usually Lal,;:en a 64 for sea water) 
b maximwn beam, feet 
R re i tance, pound 
V speed, feet pel' econd 
g acceleration of gravity , 32.2 feet pel' second pel' econd 
lt1 t rimming moment, pound-feet 
cl draft at main tep, feet 
Any consistent system of unit may be u ed. The moment 
data are referred (.0 the center of moments hown in figure l. 
T ail-heRsy moment are con idered positive. Trim is the 
angle between the ba e line of the mod el and the horizontal. 
Selection of the longitudin al position of the center of 
gravity.- T he result. of the general fr e-to-trim tests of 
model 4- EF at three fore-and-aft po~i tion s of the cen tel' 
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of gravity are shown in figUTe 4. Moving 
the center of gravity from 5.7 inche to 
7.2 inche fon\7ard of the tep cau ed a small 
decl'ea e in trim and a small r duction in 
resi tance. Changing the position from 7.2 
inche to .7 inche forward of the tep 
produced a negligible variation in re i tance. 
t the mo t forward po ition, the low trim 
made the bow appear dirty and the model 
di played a greater tendency toward longi-
tudinal in tability. The intermediate posi-
tion, 7.2 inches forward of the tep , wa 
u ed for the re t of the inve tigation. 
Effect of varying the height of the bow.-
Raising the bow, if the forebody length is 
kept con tant, reduces the buoyant and 
hydrodynamic lift of the forebody at low 
speed. Thi reduction results in the de-
crea e in trim at low peed hown in the 
general free-to-trim curve of figure 5. The 
decrea e in trim i accompanied by a defi-
nite increa e in resistance for the higher 
bow , models 4- BF and 4- CF. In the 
Cll e of the higher bow , the increa ed con-
ve:xity of the buttock line produces a more 
blunt entrance into the water, cau e a tUT-
bulent bow wave (fig . to 11) to be thrown 
forward , and increa es the re istance. The 
appro)..'imate heights and den itie of the 
spray for the three bow may be compared 
in the pho tograph of figure 6 to 11. The 
low bow, model 4- AF, rapre enting the 
smalle t departure from a treamline form, 
not only ha the lowest re i tance but al 0 
i the cl ane t running bow. 
Removing the chine flare did no t change 
the order of merit of the bow but accentu-
ated the increa ed turbulence of the high 
bow. The u e of any of the bow without 
the chine flare i inadvi able, however, 
becau e of tho height and the amount of 
the pray at low speed (figs. 7, 9, 11 ). 
It rou t be remembered that the curve 
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and photographs given weI' obtain ed 
from te t made under relatively mooth 
F IGUlIE 4.-EfTect of longitudinal position of the center o( gra vity. Model 4- EF. 
water conditions. If the hull weI' tested in rough water, 
the low bow would be very dirty becau e it doe not have 
ufficient learance. I i thought, th refore, that a moder-
ate depar UTe from the ba ic form, produced by rai ing the 
bow, would be preferable for cleanne at low peed. If 
the forebody wa lengthened at the ame time the bow wa 
rai ed, the entrance in the water would be Ie abrupt and 
the pray characteri tic would be improved. A higher bow 
of hi type might b more favorable even in smooth water. 
Effect of varying the height of the stern.- A compari on 
of the rest tan e and trim CUTve for three heiO'ht of the 
stern i made in figure 12. Thi inve tigation wa made by 
the general free-t -trim method becau e he portion of the 
hull that wa varied i completely clear of the \ ater just 
over he hump p ed. The di continuity near the hump 
speed, which is a ociated with he clearing of th tail from 
the water, occm at a lower p ed a the tail i rai d. The 
maximum re i tance i about the same for the tlu'ee model 
but the p ed at which it OCCUT i lower for the high Lern. 
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Below hump pe d the mod 1 with the low tern, model 
4- DF, has the lowe t re i tance and trim. The clecrea ed 
trim indicates that the round tail, which i wetted at these 
peed (fig . 13), inst ad of producing hyclrodynami uction 
actually develop hydro lynamic lift. The low trim i the 
greatest factor in pro lucing a r eduction in the r i tance 
because the model i then rmUling at an attitude nearer the 
trim for minimum watcr re i tance. 
The effect on the pray produced by varying th height 
of the tern can be een by tudying the tern photograph 
of fiO'Ul'c 6, 7, and 13 to 16. U low pe d , the ide of 
the tern of model 4- DF are wetted out to the tail, wherea 
the sides of the high stern are relatively dry. The photo-
graph show that thc tail exten ion for the high terns i 
clear of the wat l' at 10 WN peeds, a wa indicated on the 
re i tance curve. After the ta il exten ion i clear of the 
water, the mod els are an at about the ame trim and the 
pray patterns are imila1'. 
Although the low tcrn , model 4- DF, ha the lowest 
hydrodynamic rc i tnl1ce and i th nearest approach in t he 
serie to a streamline form, the pho tographs how tha it 
i impra ti al because Lhe leck of the tail, on which the 
control Ul'face a1' atta hed, i actually su bmerged at 
ome pel and load . I l'ovision wou ld have to be made to 
give the tail a embly O'['eatcr clearance if thi form of 
hull w re to be u 1. 
R emoving th fla rc from the ehine of the model did 
not change th e r elative pcrfonnan e of th tail xtension. 
Effect of increasing the angle of dead rise at bow.- The 
effect of increasing he anO'le of dead ri e of the intermediate 
bow, model 4- BF, and of th high bow, model 4-0F, i 
hown in the g neral free-to-trim CUl've (fig. 17) . With 
the angle of dead ri 0 increa ed fo rward, a slight reduction 
in the r e i tane i obtain d befor the hump speed, wherea 
the change in trim produ ed by this variation i n gligible. 
With the chine flar r emoved, tho reduction in resistance 
wa lightly 0'1' ater . U the huml peed, t he por tion of the 
hull affected by thi change in form i completely clear of 
the water. 
The main effect of th variation in dead ri e at the bow 
i the ehange produced in the flow and the pray originatinO' 
at the bow. A comparison of figuro with 1 , 9 with 19, 
10 with 20, and 11 with 21 how that th fin r entrance 
(finer water line) of the hull, obtained by inereasing the 
dead ri e, definitely improved the doanne s of running at 
low sp eds. Instead of a heavy tUl'bulent wave being boved 
forward, models 4- BF, 4-0F , 4- B, and 4-0, the bow 
wave i lighter and most of the water i thrown laterally, 
model 4- FF, 4- 0F, 4-F, 84-G. The removal of the 
chine flare probably accentuates thi in1.provement in spray 
characteristics . The bow of model 4- FF appeared to be 
the be 1, in the series . 
Effect of a decreasing angle of dead rise on the afterbody.-
The re ults of the general free-to-trim tes ts of model 
4- EF-4 and model 4- EF- G ar compared in figure 22. The 
docrea ing d ad 1'i 0 aft inorea c the liit of tho nftol'body 
and therdore rcduce the trim. A reduction in t rim of 20 
i obtained at the hump. The eon e ponding reduction in 
rcsi tance is about 15 percent. :;\10 1, of the reduction in 
re i tanco i. due to tho low l' tr im. 
The effect of anO'le of deacl ri e on th aft rbody i hown 
in figure 23 an 1 24. ':'10 leI 4- EF- 6 runs a little cleaner 
than model 4- EF becau e of the decrea cd trim that 
tends to bring the afte rbody and tail exten ion clear of the 
water. 
':'lodel 4- EF- 6 howcd the least tendency toward a 
laLeral in tability at low pe ds that eemed to be inherent 
in the scrie. In the photographs of model 4- EF (fiO'. 23) 
aL a pecd coefficient f v=2. 13 and a load coefficient 
of 0~= 0.4 , a laterally projeeted jet of water originating 
under tho afterbody is een trikinO' the ide of he wake. 
With the heavy load, 06 = 0.6 and 06= 0. ; thi jet has a 
high enough velocity to bowlce back, hittinO' the side of the 
model fOlward of the tern post. Thi flow i generally 
un ymmctrical and cause the model to s\ving la terally on the 
u pen ion. The instability is accompanied by a discon-
tinuity in the resi tance. With a dec rca ing dead ri e on the 
afterlody, model 4- EF- 6, he un: ymmetrical flow appar-
ently wa reduced and the lateral in tability was negligible. 
It i doubtful if thiLI1 tabili ty i se riou , ina much as it i 
pI' en t in mo 1, model with poin ted afterbodie that are 
te ted in the tank. The method of towinO' probably magni-
fie tm cha1'act 1'i tic. 
Effect of increasing the depth of the step.- At low peed , 
t he variation of dop h of tep has only a mall effcct on 
either the resi tance or the pray (fig. 25 and 26 to 2). At 
th bump p cd with the h avie t load on the mod el , in-
cl'easinO' the depth of step from 0.40 il1ch, modcl 84- EF- l, to 
0.70 inch , model 4- EF- 3, 1'e ulted in a maxinmD1. increa e 
in trim of about 10 and a corre ponding increase in re i tance 
of approximately 5 percent. The greater part of hi change 
in re istance i due to the change in trim. Thi fact i 
evident if the 1'0 i tan for model 4- EF-3 i determined 
from the general te 1, data (see fiO'. 40) u ing the arne trim 
obtain d f r model 4- EF- l in figUl'e 25. 
The only vi ible eff ct on the spray at low p ed i the 
clearing of the afterbody from the water at a lower peed for 
the greater depth of tep. (eo figs. 26 to 28.) 
In figure 29, the resi tance coefficient at high peed for 
0.40-inch and 0.70-incb depths of tep are compared at 
atti udes of the hull (trim T for minimum water r e i tance, 
for 5°, and for 6°) which are practical for the operation of tbe 
hull and pre umably can be obtained with the control 
moment available at the e peed. The effect of increa ing 
the depth of ~tep were imilar to those reported in r eference 4. 
Inc1'ea ing the depth of tbe step by rai ing the afterbody 
provides greater c]Qarance and r educe the resi tance. 
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In fi gur :29 , mod el 4- EF- J, no data are hown for the 
light londs nt [)o Imel 6° trim becllu e of a ticking and HC-
companying vertical in tabili ty not pr e en t at the t rim for 
minimum II-at r 1'e i tl1nce. Asimilal' ticking and in tabi!-
ity i reported in r ef renc ] . \'i'h en th trim of the h ult i 
u h that the afterbody keel is nearly h orizontal, th e (low 
from til e main ste p udcl enl y cove l' the en tire afte rbody 
planing surra e and the r e i tance a nd draft are udcl enly in-
crea ed . The now t hen change , p r111i tting the model to 1'i e 
agam . Often the mod el jump d completely clear of the 
1\'11 tel' The in ta bili ty did not appea l' at the t rim for mini· 
mum \\'at r 1'e i tance b cau the atti tude [the hull \\' 11 
below the range in which th n fterbody sUl'faee 11l'e pa l'l111eI 
to the water. At a trim of ° at bigh peed ,th fore body 
01 tbe model is clear of th e wa ter (or ligh t load and the 
l'e i tance and pray ar c the same n obtained when a hull i 
running on til af erbody onl y. Jncrea ing th dept h of 
$tep to 0.70 in h (4.4 percen t of th beam) by rai ing the 
en tire afterbody apparently l' moved th e tend ency town r l 
;n tabili ty. 
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It wa c1ifftcu lt to in terpret th e sti kinO" and 
in tability in term of full- cale performance 
becau e no attempt was made to obtain dy-
namic imiJ uri ty. The ma moving yertically 
includ ed the heavy mod el, th towing gate, 
anu co un terweigb t u ed for aclj u, tinO" the load 
on the model. The model wa al 0 being towed 
at fixed trims and any chanO"e in moment had 
no eHect on th e attitud e of the hull. 
Later experience with dynamic model in li-
cates that the depth of step u ed in the serie 
were too small for pl'e~ent-day take-off peeds. 
Depth of step from 6 to 10 percent of the 
beam are now on iderecl Dece ary to avoid 
dangerou instabili ty at high-water peed in-
duced by the ticking obs rved in th pre ent 
te t . 
Effect of angle of afterbody keel.- A com-
pari on of the low-speed performance for three 
angle of afterbody k el i pre ented in figure 
30. A the angle of afterbody keel i increa ed, 
the buoyan y and the hydrodynl)mic lift of the 
afterbody are reduced for any definite trim. 
To compen ate for th i decrease in lift the 
model tend to as ume a lligher trim. At very 
low peed , thi increa e in trim i small and 
the change in resi tance is negligible. The 
maA-lmUm efIect i found at the hump peed 
at which an increa e in angle of afterbody 
keel of 3 ~ 0 cau ed a maximum incl'ea e in trim 
of abou t 4 0 and an accompanying increa e in 
free-to-trim re istance of abou t 25 percent. 
110 t of th e increa e in re istance is due to 
the change in trim , tbe higher trim cau ing a 
greater departure from the trim for minimnm 
water resi tance. 
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The spray photographs for the variations of 
angle of afterbody keel ar e given in figures 23, 
26, and 31. '" ith the high angle of a fterbody 
keel, the r ach from the after planing ur-
face continue to strike the tail extension 
at slightly higher peed. The greater clear-
ance provided by the high angle of after-
body keel call e the afterbody to come out 
:FIGU RE 25.- EfTccL of depLh of sLep. Angle of afterbody keel , 5.5°. Chine Oare on forcbod y only. 
of the water at a lower speed. From observation and 
photograp h it i conclud ed that at low peeds the mod el 
with the 1 wangle of afterbody keel , model 4- EF - 1, ",a 
the cleanest running. 
In the in ve tigation of the effect of till variation on high-
speed performance, ungle of afterbody keel of 5.50 0 and 
7.25 0 were used. smg a higher angle is not aclvi able 
becau e i t obviously cau es too great an increase in the 
hump resi tance. The re ult of the tests are compared 
(fig. 32) at the trim for minimum water re i tance and at 
50 and 60 fixed trim. Th ame concl usion may be drawn 
from the e te t a were reported in reference 5. By 
increa ing the angle of afterbody keel a greater clear-
ance i obtained for the afterbo.dy and the area of the 
after planinO" surface truck by water from the main tep is 
redu cpd. 
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FIGURE 29.- Etrect of variation of step depth at planing speeds. 
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Compari on of the curves how that a 
greater difference in re i tance i obtained 
at 6 ° trim than n,t 5 ° trim. A gren,ter differ-
en e i al 0 obtained n, t 5° than at the trim 
for minimum w'ater re i tance, which is gen-
erally lower than 5 0 . The higher rim cau e 
the afterbody to approach the horizontal and 
consequently to be in a po ition to be wetted 
by the flow from the main tep. The model 
with a bio-her angle of afterbody keel in om-
bination with a shallow step di played the 
arne vertical in tability noted in the in ve -
tigation of the effect of depth of tep. Th e 
angle at which the in tability OCClli'S i changed 
to corre pond to the angle at which the after-
body keel i parallel to the water urface. 
For model 4- EF - 4 ,,-ith n, 7.25 ° angle of 
afterbody keel, thi in tability fiT t appeared 
for a load of A= O.05 at a trim of 7°. At a 
trim of 8°, CA = O.10 was al 0 un table. The 
vertical motion wa very light n,t a trim of go. 
The e tests indicate that an angle of after-
body keel from 5 ° to 7 ° is the mo t uitable 
eompromi e for ati factory re i tanee at 
the hump peed and at pln,ning peed. A 
form of hull with a decreasing d ad rise on 
the afterbody in combination with a higher 
angle of afterbody keel as in model 84- EF- 6 
might be u d. Thi combination would 
improve the re i tance at the hump and auto-
matically maintain inerea ed clearance of the 
afterbody for good high- peed performance. 
Effect of the addition of chine fiare .- In 
order to investio'ate the effeot of the chine 
flare, the original mo leI were te ed with 
the flare removed. The re ults of the general 
free-to-trim te ts are summarized in figure 33, 
and the effect of the addi tion of chine flare 
on the pray eharacteri tics i hO'wn in 
figures 15, 16, and 26. 
In figm e 33 a comparison is made of the 
effect of adding chine flare to the forebody 
alone, model 4- EF- 1, and to both the fo1'e-
body and afterbo iy, mod 1 4- EF. The 
following compal'i ons are made with model 
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4- E , on ,vhich th e flare wa removed. Th e 
addition of the chine flare on the forebody 
alone re ul ted in a mall increa e in trim 
FIG URE 30.- Effect of angle of afterbody keel. Depth of step, 0.40 inch. Chine Oare on forebody only. 
before the hump, the resistance remaining about the ame. At 
the hump, the effect on either the trim or the r esistance is 
negligible. The influence on the spray characteri tics 
was very marked. It is difficult to determine the effect 
of the flare on the pray from the tern pho tograph 
(figs. 16 and 26) . At peedsnear the hump, the model without 
the flare has a hio-her and more dense bow bli tel'. The 
observations indicated, however, that a chine flare on the fo1'e-
body j de u'able throughout the low-speed range. This COll-
clu ion i imilar to that drawn from the re ult of tests 
reported in reference 6, for corre ponding widths and angles 
of flare. Th e addition of chine flare to both the forebody 
and afterbody, model 4-EF, not only improved the pray 
eharaeteri tics but also caused a decrease in trim a t the 
hump of 10 and a decrea e in re istance of 8 percent. Mo t 
of the change in resi tanee is du e to the reduction in trim. 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
) 
C.=.4 
'.=.6 
0 =.8 
v=1.25 Cv= 1.67 Cv= 2.20 
FIG URE 31.- ModeI84- EF- 5. Bow I, stern 4. Depth of step, 0.40 ineb; angle of afterbody keel. 9.00·. Cbine lIare on forebody only. 
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FIGURE 32.-EITeet of angle of afterbody keel at planing speeds. 
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The presence of the flare on the afterbody 
increase the lift of the afterbody and 
cau e the hull to as ume a more favor-
able attitude. The photographs (fig. 15) 
how the pray and the wave form. The 
chine £lare on the afterbody apparen tIy 
ha little ffect on the pray produced by 
the afterbody. The curve (fig . 5, 12, 
and 17) how the ame reduction in trim 
and re i tance. The bow photograph 
(fig. 6 and 7, and 9, 10 and 11) maybe 
compared to e the eff ctivenes of £lare 
on both forebody and afterbody in con-
trolling the spray. 
The relative effect of the flare on the 
afterbody at high peed may be een by 
comparinO' the 1i..xed-trim te ts of model 
4- F and model 4- EF- l (!-ig. 34). 
The e model are imilar except for the 
tail exten ion which doe not affect the 
performance at high peed. The effect 
of the £lare on the afterbody at planing 
peeds is to increa e the resistance. 
Effect of the addition of a third planing 
surface.- In order to inve tigate further 
the effect of the flow around the tern, a 
planing urface with harp chine wa 
added to the original round tail . The 
re ult of the general free-to-trim test 
are O'iven in fiO'ul'e 35. The effect of add-
ing the chine and the planing surface to 
the tail, model 4- H, i mall, indicating 
that the rounded tail, model 4- D , pro-
duce no tendency toward ticking. 
There i a negligible elecrea. e in trim ju t 
before the hump if the third planing Ul'-
face i added. The discontinuity at the 
hump, a ociated with the clearing of the 
tail from the water, occur at a high r 
peed for mode] 4-H with th added 
planing area. 
The photograph (figs. 14 an 1 36) how 
very little difference in pray for the two 
model. Th e amount of 100 e water 
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thrown vertically, when the roach strikes the tip of the 
tail , i greater for the round tail . With a low afterbody 
thi effect may be very important. The water triking the 
tip of the tail eem to have no effect on the trim. 
Effect of chines on the bow.- The general free-to-trim 
re ult with the chine~ on the bow, model 4- A, and with 
the chines rounded , model 4- J, are pre ented in fjO'ure 37. 
AlthouO'h the chines on the bow have little effect on eith r 
the trim or the resi tance, the photograph (fig. 7 and 3 ) 
show very large differences in th spray. Instead of having 
the pray de£lected down ward, the model with rounded chine 
ha a large amount of loose water thrown up and forward. 
The e pho too-raph indica te that a fading out of the chine 
/0 
.6 
.4 
Ste rn Des crIption 
--84-Er-f 
-- - - -84-E 
/ 4 
4 
4 
15 20 25 30 
Spee d coeffiCienr, C. 
FIGURE 33.-E ffect of chine flare. 
ClJine flore on f orebody 
and o f f rhody 
CI)Jne flore on farebody only 
WJfhouf chine flore 
3.5 4.0 4.5 
at the bow is definitely unde irabl even in mooth water. 
Design charts.- Complete data for model 4-EF- 3 are 
pre ented for de ign purpo e. The detailed general free-
to-trim curve are included in fiO'ure 39. The 1'e ults of the 
£i..'{ed-trim te t are pre ented in the form of chart (fig. 40). 
The use of the e chart i e:Kplained in r eference 1. The 
trims and drafts at rest, covering a practical range of loads, 
are giv n in figure 41. Typical pray pattern at high speed 
near the trim for minimum water re istance are ho,·vn in 
figure 42. The low- peed photograph are pre ented in 
figure 2 . Becau e of the large amount of other data pre-
ented in thi report, corre ponding design data for models 
4-EF-4 and 4- F have been omitted. 
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FIGURE 34.-Effect of fl are ou afterbody at planing speeds. 
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AERO DYNAMIC TESTS 
APP A R ATUS A 0 METH OD 
Apparatus .- even combination of the 
ACA model 4- eric flying-boa t hulls 
were te ted in the Langley -foot high-
peed tunn el and measurements of aerody-
namic drag, lift, and pitching moment 
were made. The present te ts were prima-
rily concern d with the drag. For pur-
po es of comparison, imilar data were 
obtained by testing three streamline bodies 
from which the hull hape were derived. 
Figure 3 illu trate the variou combina-
tion aerodynamically te ted. 
Two vertical treamline tru t supported 
the model and the e strut, which were 
attached to the balance ring of the tunnel, 
were braced laterally by additional truts. 
Fau'ing enclosed the forward vertical strut 
for most of it length and completely 
shielded the lateral brace. Pitch-angle 
changes were obtained by pivoting the 
model at the front trut and then rai ing 
or lowering the rear strut a de ired. Fig-
ure 43 show a streamline model and it 
supporting trut in the wind tlmnel. Fig-
ure 44 illu trate the method of support-
ing th model by wire for tare nillS in 
uch a way that th model wa supported 
in place without touching the struts. 
Methods .- Aerodynamic measurement, 
of drag, lift , and pitching moment were 
made a t 260 miles per hour for a range of 
pitch angle ex from _4° to 12° in incre-
ments of 4°. The ba e line u ed for pitch-
angle meaSUl'l?ment wa that defined in 
"D cription of Models." From these 
data, the angle of minimum drag \vas 
determined. 
With the model set at the angle of min-
imum drag, force measurements were made 
at velocitie from 100 to about 420 miles 
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per hoUl' and at a R eynold number of 30,000 ,000 ba ed 
on fu elage length, data being obtained at eight different 
velo itie. This investigation i the only one of its type in 
" hich data were obtained at uch high peeds, through an I 
abov the actual peed range encountered in flight, and at 
uch large Reynold number . 
Tare run were ma Ie with the plain and warp d treamline 
bodje . At Lhe pitch angle of 0° .. force measuremen t were 
1.0 
. /: 
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M o del 
--- 84-D 
Bow Stern Description 
- - 84-H 
[ 5 20 2 5 3.0 
Speed coeffIc ient. a. 
;: Roun ded stern 
2C V-bottom. with 
chines on s tern 
.6 
-------
3.5 4.0 4.5 
FIGU RE 35.-EtTect of chines on low slern. Without chine flare. 
made for velocitie from 100 to 420 mile per hour; at a 
con tant peed of 260 miles per hoUl', similar mea urement 
were made for various pi tch angle from - 40 to 12°. The 
tare force value thu obtained wi th stl' amlioe bodie weI' 
u ed with the hull-model data, the e force values being inter-
polated and extrapolated when necessary to determine the 
tare forc on tru t for the diff ren t minimum pitch angl s 
at which the hull model were tested. 
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FIG RE 37.-EfTect or chin on low bow. Without chine Oare. 
PRECISIO 
The error that affect Lbe ab olu te accuracy of he drag 
I' suIt can be divided into accidental errors and y lemati c 
error. The accidental ITOI' are the only ones that affect 
comparative result and arc indicated by the catter of the 
tare 1'e ult plu the scatter of r e ult . The um of the e 
variations is of the order of 2 pel' ent of the drag. 
Th y tematic errors con j t of horizontal buoyanc and 
tunnel-wall effect.. H orizonLal-buoyan y correction ranged 
from 5.5 to 6.5 percen t of th minimum drag. Th e CO ITec-
tion were made. No tunnel-wall COlT ction were made but 
the con triction correction , which i probably the groatcr 
part of the total correction, would be about 2.4 percent; 
con equen tly, the error du e to wall Hect was probably less 
tban 3 percent. 
The elTor in lift coefficien t CL an I pitching-moment coef-
ficient (1M for comparative purpo e ,,-ou I I be t be indiea t<'d 
by the point catter and are ± O.003(1L and ±O.OOlC.tIf. 
R E ULTS A, 0 DISCU SIO , 
The aerodynamic force measu rement, except a may be 
noted otherwi 0 in the figures, wer (' ma de with fixed transi-
t ion that ",a produced by placing a ring of carborundum 
grain 5 percent aft of the bow. In thi way, a ir-A W ondi-
tion were prod lI ced that approximu ted th actual cond i tions 
a t full -scale R eynolds numb r (fig. 43 1In<.l. 45) . (ee 
reference 7.1 
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Drag coeffi ci n ba ed on both maximum 
cro s- cctional area and (volume)2/3 of model 
arc PI' se nteel. The coeffi cien t anel ymbol 
u ed arc a fo llows: 
D 
ODA = qA 
D 
OD V = tJ. (volume)2!; 
I! 
.co f-+--J-+--+--+--+--+-+-+-tf4==!!:2J=~-t--+-+--j-t----l 
where 
DA drag 0 ffi cien t ba cd on maximum cro s-
ectional area of mod el 
I .I81---+---l--+-II---+---+--+---!-+iI/~ f::-+---l--t-t---l------;:- I--l 
ODV lrag coeffi cient ba ed on (volum )2/3 of 
the model 
D drag or model, pound 
I 
.I6f--+--I--J--+---+-+--J.--!--+! J I+-I+-:'-+-~-+-+--J--+--
1/ I 
.14 r--t--t-.--J-i-t---t-lh/Lf-j-ml! ftiL. ::::o:oF=;;j-i--j-~-t-q dynami pre sure, pound pCI' quare foot Gp 112) . 
A maxImum cro - ectional area of mo leI, 
square feet 
and th volume or th model i mea ured in 
cubic feet. 
Lift and pitching-mom nt coefficient are 
ba ed on (volume)2/3 of model . 
L 
and 
where 
OL lift coefficien t 
Lift 
q (volume)2/3 
!vIc 
q (volume) 2/3 l 
OM pitching-moment coe ffi ien t 
Me moment abo u t point of inter ection of 
ba c line ancl line perpendicular to ba e 
line pa ing through ax i of rotation, 
inch-poun ls ( ee fig . 3.) 
l model length , inches 
The data aT" pre ented as CUTves of drag 
coefficient at tbe angle of minimum drag 
against the Reynolds numb t· R ba ed on 
hull length. Drag-coeffi cient data a well as 
important dimen ions of the model are given 
in table V Liftandpitchin -moment coefficien ts 
are plotte~ against pitch angle for a velocity 
of 260 mile per hour. 
Varying th height of tail of the streamline 
model had no effect on tbe value of the mini-
mum deaO" coefficien t, but an increa e in height 
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of the tail increased the angle of minimum drag a would be 
expected (fig . 46). 
Increa ing the depth of the plain streamline body by the 
addition of an -inch pOaeer block decreased the minimum 
drag coefficient, ba ed on area, by about 5 percent; but, 
based on (volume)2/3, the minimum drag coefficient increa ed 
about 6.5 percent (fig. 47) . The reason for till variation 
.5 
/1 1:1 f 
+ .3 
1.0 1.5 2. 0 c.5 3. 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
Sp ee d c oefficienf. Cv 
FIGUHE 39.-Model 84- EF-3. Frec-to-trim characteristics. 
may be readily seen when th figure for the area and (vol-
ume)2/3 for spacer with no e land tail 1 are compared with 
corre ponding value for nose 1 and tail 1 without the spacer. 
( ce table V.) The increas in (volume)2/3 with the pacer 
i no t 0 great a the increa e in cro - ectional area; the 
drag coefficient based on area i therefore malleI' than the 
drag coefficient based on (volume)2/3 . 
I 
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increa ed the drag coeffi cient; the m inimum drag 
eoefficient, based on area, for bow 1 and stern 4 
\\--as abou t 19 percen L greater th an the corre ponel-
ing value for bow 1 and stern 2 and, oa ed on 
(volume)213, abo ut 17 percen t greater (fig. 50) . 
B ow 1 and stern 3 showed an increa e in min-
imum dra g coeffi ien t over th a t for bow 1 anel 
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tern 2, ba ed on < rea, of 7 percen t an d, ba ed on 
(volumeF/3 , of abou t 6.5 percen t. In view of the 
fact that th e variations in tail h eigh t of the 
warped streaml ine bodies cau ed 11 0 changes in 
the magni tude of th e drag of the e bodies, a 
previously noted, the increases in drag of th e 
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FIGURE 40.- Model 84- EF-3. Concluded. 
Increasing the h eigh t of bow of the hull mo leIs in crea ed 
the minimum drag coeffi cien t; the valu e for the high bow 
was 4 p ercent greater than the valu for the low bow, whereas 
bow 2 showed only sligh t in crease of the order of 1 or 2 
percen t. T hese re ults indicate that hydrodynamic har-
acteristics will probably be th e deciding factor in the choice 
of bows. An increa e in th e heigh t of bow show a corre-
sponding decrea e in the angle of minimum drag (fig . 4 ) . 
In figUTC 49 it i shown that incr ea ing the a,ngle of dead 
ri e at the bow had li ttle or no effect on the minimum dr ag 
or angle of minimum drag. T hi r esult indicate that bows 
with greater angles of dead r i e m ay b e used with no detI'i-
m en tal effects t o air drag. 
Increas ing the heio-h t of the tern of the hull m odel 
b ull mod els, due to changes in ta il heigh t, are 
appa ren tly du e to the larger poin ted afterbody 
ection which accompany Lhe higher tail location and are 
not directly du e to th e chano-es in tail h eigh t. H ar tman' 
test (reference 8) sub tan tiate thi point by howing large 
dr ag difference between two hull models, model 36 and 40, 
which differed mainly in that one hu ll had a large afterbody, 
wher ea th e other one did no t . 
Increa ing the dep th of tep 75 percent increa ed the 
minimum drag coefficien t by only 2 percent and had no 
effect on th e angle of minimum drag (fig. 51) . 
T he lift and th e pitching-moment data ar e pre en ted in 
figures 52 to 54. In the application of the e data to th e 
design of fl y ing boat, it mu t be rememb ered tha t the e 
data apply for the hull alone and do not include interference 
effect of the wing and o ther part . 
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In re ume, increasing the heigh t of the bolV, the angle 
of dead rise at the bow, or the depth of tep of th hull 
model did no t produce any great change in drag . I11 croa -
ing Lh e heiah t of tern, however, produced relatively large 
changes in the drag with indication tha t the e changes \\'ere 
mainly due to the effects of the poin Led afterbody. 
CONCLUDI G REMAR K 
The small effect on the draa coefficien t of the variation 
in the form of bow te ted indicate that the method u eel in 
deriving the lines results in a sati factory aerodynamic form 
of bow over a wide range of height of bow. There i little 
evidence of ignific8nt increa e in draa resul ting from oros 
flow over the. chine at the bow even in the ca e of the greate t 
departure from th e basic form . It is inferred from the re ult 
that suffi cient chine flare to control the bow wave at low 
speed would have a negliaible ad verse effect on the lrilg; 
likewi e, fading OLI t. the chin e at the bow would ha ve only 
a small favorable eft'ect. Wi th the correct form andloc8 tion 
of hine, an increase in dead ri e forward by dropping the 
keel lin al 0 has a negligible effect on drag. 
The photographs of the bow waves at low peed indiea te 
that chine Hare and increased dead rise at the bow are 
defin itely de irable for clean ne of running even in smooth 
---_. _- - --
water, Rounding the chine at any poin t likely to be wetted 
in ervice appear very inadvi able. WIlen all the factors 
are considered, bow 2B wi.th chin e flare is the most suitable 
fo r the hull loading inve tiga ted. Variou alternatives in 
form of how appear to be po ible withou t large increa e 
in drag, provided that clo e adherence to th e treamline 
body i maintained and the chine are correctly 10 atec!. 
The rill ing of the treamline body aft has no effect on he 
drag but, when the hydrodynamic surface are added, there 
i a large adverse effect. The most suitable compromi e 
among aerodynamic, hydrodynamic, and stru ctural req uire-
ment i more difficul t to obtain. The tail urface mu t in 
any ca e have ufficient clearan e to avoid exces ive damage 
from pray. Becau e, when u eel with a pointed afterbody, 
the low tail i aerodynamically and hydrodynamically better 
except for the decreased clearance, the be t compromise 
might be to u e the low tail with a pylon to carry the aero-
dynamic urfaces. 
The increa e in the drag of the hull over that of the 
streamline body is attl'ibu ted mainly to a trong di turbance 
of the treamline flow cau ed by the afterbody volume 
external to the basic form. For thi rea on, it i inferred 
that small changes in form , such as the addition of chine 
fl are or decrease in the angle of dead rise near the tern 
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po t, would have little effect on the air How over the after 
portion or on the drag of the hull. On the other hand, these 
mall change re ult in a pronounced decrease in water 
resi tance at the hump , peed and in only a small adverse 
effect on the water resi tance at high planing peeds; they 
therefore appear to be over-all improvements in form if 
tructurally fea ible. 
Becau e of the small increase in aerodynamic drag cau ed 
by increa e in depth of step and the marked hydrodynamic 
instability resulting from too hallow a tep, it appear 
inadvisable to attempt to obtain appreciable r edu ction in 
drag by this mean , particularly when the take-off speed is 
high . The effect of mall changes in depth of tep on water 
re i tance can b neglected. Furthel' inve tigation using a 
free dynamically correct model are required to determin e the 
minimum allowable depth of step for a o-iven hull , and the e 
investigations would have to be correlated with full-size 
behavior to be of practical value. Before thi is done, a 
minimum depth of tep of at lea t percent of the beam 
should be used for the hull of the series. 
The angl of afterbody keel has a large effect on the trim 
and water resistance at the hump speed and it must be 
fairly low to control properly the trim at this stage of the 
take-off. Unfortunately, it was not pos ible to obtain its 
effect on the aerodynanlic drag of the serie because of the 
limi ted availability of the high-speed tunnel. In the case 
of model ll- A (N A A TN No. 525) , an increase in angle of 
afterbody keel resulted in an increa e in drag, presumably 
because of increased tmbulence behind th e step. In the 
ca e of the NA A 4 eries, however, there is the pos ibility 
that a higher angle of afterbody keel would decrease the 
in terference with the How over the streamlin body , which 
would have a favorable effect. 
The pre ent inve tigation indicate tha t the aerodynamic 
drag coefficient of a plarting type of hull need not be more 
than 25 percent greater than that of the body of revolution 
from which it i derived. This differential might be reduced 
by the developmen t of a form of afterbody that has Ie in-
Hu ence on the treamline How over the after portion of the 
ba ic form than does the conventional pointed ty pe. 
LA GLEY 1IEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL L AB ORA'l'ORY, 
NATION AL ADn ORY COllIMI'l'TEE FOR AERONAUTIC 
LA J GLl~Y FIELD, VA., March 24, 1943. 
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AERODY J"AMIC AN D HYDRODYNAMI 'l'E T OF A FAMILY OF MODELS OF FLYIN - BOAT HULL 
TABLE L-NA A MODEL 4 ERIE. OFF ET FO R BOWS 1, lA, 2, 2B, 3, an I 3B 
[All values in in.] 
D I d Distance 
I..:tation from 
F. P. Dow 
1, lA 
Dow Dow R Dow I now b - D- o- ,-v--C'---'-D-O-W- --D- O-W---'--D- O-"'-- e Bow I Bow Do~~ lA 
2,2D 3,3D 1, lA, 2, 3 2U,3U 1,2,3 2D,3D 1, lA, 2, 3 2U,3D 1,2,3 2U. 3D 
------- - - - ------------------------------------ --------
F.P. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
o 
.60 
2. 5 
5. 10 
9.60 
14.10 
1 .60 
23. 10 
27.60 
32.10 
36.60 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3.37 
3.16 
2.46 
1. 90 
1.14 
.67 
.37 
.Ii 
. 07 
.01 
.00 
6.74 
6.32 
4.92 
3.80 
2.29 
1.33 
.74 
.35 
. 15 
.03 
.00 
o 
1. 24 
3.04 
4. 16 
5. 67 
6.63 
7.22 
7.61 
7. 1 
7.93 
7.96 
o 
1.33 
3.25 
4. 45 
6.04 
7.07 
7.70 
.lD 
.32 
.47 
o 
2. 6~ 
5.56 
6.77 
7. 
.25 
8. 36 
.42 
8.45 
8.49 
. 5 
o 
.97 
2.36 
3.23 
4.3 
5.13 
5.59 
5.89 
6.05 
6.14 
6. 25 
o 
. 92 
2. 26 
3. 08 
4.1 
4.90 
5.34 
5.62 
5.77 
5.86 
5.97 
Bose line.j 
o 
. 2 
2. 05 
2. 7 
4. 00 
4. 77 
5.26 
5.60 
5.77 
5. 6 
5.97 
o 
2. 14 
2.92 
3.9 
4.65 
5.07 
5. 3.3 
5. 47 
5.56 
5.66 
. 54 
1.56 
2.35 
3.51 
4.35 
4. 90 
5.26 
5.45 
5. 56 
5. 66 
o 
. 99 
2.43 
3.33 
4.54 
.1. 30 
5.7 
6.09 
6.25 
b.31 
6.37 
0.73 
I. 78 
2.44 
3.32 
3. 
4.22 
4.45 
4.57 
4. 64 
4.66 
0. 29 
.77 
1.14 
I. 5 
2.62 
3.34 
3.96 
4.34 
4.57 
4.66 
I. 24 
1.63 
1.53 
1. 03 
.51 
.19 
.04 
. 00 
.00 
.00 
7 
Station 
---
10 
11 
12 
I~F 
13A 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2 
29 
30 
.\ . P. 
Distance 
from 
F.P. 
---
36.60 
41.10 
45.60 
50.10 
50.10 
54.60 
59.10 
63. 60 
6 .10 
72.60 
ii. to 
!.60 
.33 
6.10 
90.60 
95.10 
99.60 
104. !O 
lOS. 60 
112.80 
114.00 
114.60 
114. 5 
II 
hi 
tern 
2. 20 
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TABLE 11.- rACA ThIODEL 4 ERIE. OFF ETS FOR TERN 2, 2C, 3, and 4 
[All values in in.] 
D k 
R e J g h j Stern St~rn Stern tern tern 
3 4 2 3 4 
--- ---------------------------
0.00 0.00 
.01 .02 
.04 .09 
.10 .21 
.10 .21 
.19 
.29 .59 
.42 5 
1. 16 
.75 1. 51 
.95 1. 91 
1.17 2.35 
1. 26 2.53 
1. 42 2. 4 
I. 3. 37 
1. 97 3. P5 
2.26 4.57 
2.61 5.23 
2.96 5.93 
3.32 6.64 
3.43 6.87 
3.49 6.9 
3.52 7.04 
Base Ime ·., 
0.00 
.03 
.13 
. 31 
.31 
.57 
1. 27 
1. i4 
2.26 
2. 6 
3.52 
3. i9 
4.26 
.1.05 
5.92 
6.83 
7. 4 
9 
9:96 
10.30 
10.47 
10.56 
D 
I 
7.96 6.37 
7.94 6.3i 
i . 7 6.3i 
i.75 6.37 
7. i 5 6.37 
7 .• 6.14 
7.37 5. i6 
7.11 5. 15 
6. 80 4.27 
6.45 3.11 
6.05 1. 
5.61 .00 
5.43 
5.12 
4.59 
4.01 
3.39 
2. is 
2.03 
1. 23 
7 
.51 
.00 
6.25 5.97 5.66 
6.35 6.07 5. i6 
.7 6.45 6.17 5. 9 
6.55 6.27 6.04 
.48 6.15 5. 7 5.64 
8. 05 5. 0 5.52 5.29 7.52 0.00 0. 19 0.38 
7.62 5.51 5. 23 5.00 7.14 .00 .29 .59 
7. I 5.30 5.02 4.79 6. 53 .00 . 42 5 
6. i5 5.19 4.91 4. 5. 65 .00 1.16 
6.32 5.l9 4.91 4. 4. 49 .00 .75 1. 51 
5. 5.31 5.03 4. 0 2. 96 . 00 .90 1. 91 
5.45 5.45 5.1 7 5. 0 1. 02 .2., 1. 42 2.60 
5.28 5.2 5.2 .00 .62 1. 3.15 
(.20 rad) 
9 
I 1l~_ 
tern 2 only 
I 111 n 
---------
6.69 4.20 6. 4 
6.22 3. 6 6.4 
5.70 3.49 6.0 
5. 10 3.04 5.65 
4.4-1 2.56 5.1 
4. 1 i 2.35 4.99 
3.70 2. 00 4. 
2.91 1. 40 4.15 
2.04 .72 3.63 
1.13 .01 3.07 
. 12 -.78 2.47 
- . 93 -1.59 1. 2 
-2.09 -2.50 1.13 
-2. 56 -2. 5 0 
-2.9 -3.15 . 46 
r - j Stern 2C 
4.66--
Stations 10 to 13 
, 
''Bose line 
Sterns 2, 3, and 4 
Stations 22 to 30 
Stations 14 to 21 
'. i I 
",-' . J) 
tl- ~-=-~ 11··[ 
? \"-"-
'Base line 
Stern 2C 
Model ! 
84-0 
4-1 
84-A 
84-AF 
84-B 
84-BF 
84-0 
84-0F 
4-D 
84-DF 
84-E 
84-EF 
4-EF- I 
84-EF- 2 
4-EF- 3 
4- EF-4 
4-EF-5 
84-EF-6 
4- F 
84- FF 
84-0 
4- 0F 
4- H 
4-J 
AERODYNAMIC AI D HYDRODYI AMIC TE T OF A FAMILY OF MODEL OF FLYI TG- BOAT H U LL 9 
T ABLE rrI.- ADDIT IO AI, OFFSETS I FOR VARIATIONS I N AFTERBODY BOTTOM OF STER N 4 
[Keel and bu ttock lin es a re stra igh t ] 
Afterbody .... ..... 4D 4E 
D ept h Of s tep . . .... 0.55 0.70 
An gle of kecL ..... 5.500 5.50° 
Dista nce 
tst ion from f j k f i k 
F. P . 
------------ ---
13A 50. 10 . 33 5.49 .18 5.34 
14 54.60 7. 90 5. 14 0. 23 7. 75 4. 99 0. 08 
15 59. 10 7. 47 4.85 . 44 7.32 4.70 . 29 
16 63.60 7. 03 4.64 . 70 6.88 4. 49 . 55 
17 68. 10 6. 60 4.53 I. 01 6. 45 4.3 . 86 
18 72.60 6. 17 4.53 1. 36 6.02 4.38 1. 21 
19 77. 10 5. 73 4. 65 I. 76 5.5 4. 50 I. 61 
20 81. 60 5.30 4. 93 2. 45 5. 15 4.78 2.30 
21 83.33 5. 13 5. 13 3. 00 4. 9 4.98 2. 5 
1 F or re ma ining o ITsets and typica l sect ion, see ta ble If. 
TABLE IV.-NACA MODEL 84 SERIES 
Bow Stern I D escription 
Jose I 'r a il I B asic body of revolut ion 
Nose 1 'r a il 1 Sam e w it h depth increased 
1 3 L~;e ~~6 i~~?~~~~:te stern 1 3 
2 3 I ntermedia te bow, intermediate stern 
2 3 arne wiih chine flare 
3 3 H igh bow, illtermcdiate stern 
3 3 Same with chine fla re 
I 2 Low bow, low stern 
1 2 Sam e with ch ine fl are 
I 4 Low bow, higb stern 
I 4 a rne wi t h chine flare 
1 4 a rne with chin e fl are on lorebody only , block 4 
1 4 {Sam e as 84- EF- I except depth of step in creased, 
1 4 blocks 4D an d 4E , respectively 
1 4 {Same as 84-E F - I except an gle of afterbody keel 
1 4 increased , blocks 4F and 40 1 respectively 
1 4 {Same as 84-EF-4, block 4F except a ngle of d ead rise d ecreased on after bod y, block 4H 
2B 3 { a me as 84-B except an gle of dead r ise increased a t bow 
2B 3 ame \\-r ith chin e flare 
3D 3 { a me as 84- 0 excep t a ngle of d ead rise increased a t bow 
3B 3 arne with chin e flare 
I 20 {Same as 84- D except t hird plan in g surface added on ta il 
lA 3 a rne as 84- A excep t chines rou nded a t bow 
41' 40 4H 
0.40 0.40 0.40 
7.25° 9.00° 7.25° 
f i k f i k f i k 
---------- --------------- --
. 4 5.64 8.48 5.64 . 4 ~ 5. f\6 
7. 91 5. 15 0. 29 7.77 5.01 0. 10 7. 91 5. 57 0. 71 
7.34 4. 72 .31 7.06 4. 44 . 03 7.34 5. 48 I. 07 
6. 76 4.37 .43 6.34 3.95 .01 6. 76 5.3 1. 44 
6. 19 4. 12 . 60 5.63 3.56 . 04 6. 19 5. 27 1. 75 
5. 62 3. 98 1 4.92 3. 28 . 11 5. 62 5. 1l 1.94 
5. 04 3.96 1.07 4.20 3. 12 .23 5.04 4. 5 I. 96 
4. 47 4. 10 1. 62 3. 49 3. 12 .64 4. 47 4. 45 I. 97 
4. 25 4.25 2. 12 3. 22 3. 22 1. 09 4. 25 4. 25 2. 12 
T ABLE V.- BA IC DIME NSIO AND MINIMU M AERO-
DYN AMIC DRAG CHARACTERI TICS OF STREA MLINE 
AND HULL MODELS 
Model Dimensions Ooeffi cien ts 
Pitcb 
I 
Min. 
I 
Min. a ngle 
Area A I Volu me j(VOIUme)2/' CD. Cn v a Bow Stern (sq ft ) (cu ft) (ft ') (deg) 
I (d (2 ) 
Streamline bod ies 
1 1 1. 3 2 8. 042 4.01 39 0. 0808 0. 027 0 
I 3 1.3 2 . 042 4. 0139 .0 .08 . 027 4 
I I 2.262 14. 24 5 5.8764 . 0767 .0296 0 
Plus 
" spact1r 
Hull bodies 
1 2 1.468 8.564 4. 1859 0. 0909 0.0319 0. 6 
I 3 1.46 8.663 4. 2180 . 0973 . 0340 2 
2D 3 I. 46 . 747 4. 2453 .090 . 0340 0 
2 3 1. 468 .663 4. 21 0 . 09 0 . 0341 0 
3 3 1. 46 .663 4. 2180 . 1010 . 0353 0 
1 4 1. 46 . 765 4.2511 . 1084 .0373 3. 1 
1 4E I. 468 . 704 4.2317 . !lOa . 0382 3.1 
(,) C D 
Dr= ~ (volume)'" 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular Designation bol symbol Designation bol <iirection tion bol nent along 
axis) 
LongitudinaL ______ X X ROlling ____ __ _ , L Y-.Z RoIL _______ cp u p LateraL __ ____________ Y Y Pit ching _____ M Z-.X Pit ch ________ 0 v q N orma!.. _____________ Z Z yawing _______ N X->Y Yaw ________ if; w r 
Absolute coefficient s of moment 
L M 
0,= qbS 01/1= qcS 
N 
On=qbS 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate sUl'face by proper subscript.) 
(rolling) (pitching) (yawing) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream ,elocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D4 
pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9n., J)n J.F 
p 
O. 
1] 
n 
. p 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= pn3D5 
5/ V5 
Speed-power coefficient = " Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower = 0.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 It 
• 
• 
• 
• 
